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side went across with ropes to help him, but he preferred to
return in his wet clothes all the long way to Micos in the dark
to take his chance of village hospitality, and catch a train for
Tampico in the morning !
XII
My fears were unwarranted; in the end the river let us
pass.
I said good-bye regretfully, lingeringly, I may even say
tearfully. It is a closed chapter, but a very definite one. It
taught me many things. I learnt that nature with her camou-
flage of beauty can be cruel and pitiless, even hostile. The
virgin forest contains poison and disease. Cruelty is not
decadent, as I once believed, but primitive. I learnt too
to know myself.
I was sure that ultimate happiness must lie in peace and the
beauty of Nature. I would work towards that end. Not here
perhaps, but " somewhere," a place was reserved for me—
some day I would find it.
At the end of a piteous journey, with Dick feverishly shiver-
ing in my arms, we arrived at Laredo, the frontier town, where
the United States immigration authorities refused to let us
pass. They declared that Dick was suffering from trachoma.
" He will go blind in a short time," said the doctor brutally.
For a second I thought I ha.d been stabbed with a knife. Then
I flew into a blind rage. Such a thing could not be true. God
had taken one child from me, would He blind another? I
told the doctor he was a liar. It did not help us across the
frontier. Indeed, the train moved on, leaving us gaping on
the platform. We had so counted on reaching a good hotel
and a good doctor at San Antonio. The Laredo hotels were
mere primitive inns, devoid of drains or water, and crawling
with ants. From our exile we beheld the United States flag
flying from lofty buildings across the river—my feelings were
too despairing to be recalled. We took the first train to
Monterey, which was the nearest town that could boast a

